Abstract-Cognitive radio (CR) is the key enabling technology for an efficient dynamic spectrum access. It aims at exploiting an underutilized licensed spectrum by enabling opportunistic communications for unlicensed users. In this work, we first develop a distributed cognitive radio MAC (COMAC) protocol that enables unlicensed users to dynamically utilize the spectrum while limiting the interference on primary (PR) users. The main novelty in COMAC lies in not assuming a predefined CR-to-PR power mask and not requiring active coordination with PR users. COMAC provides a statistical performance guarantee for PR users by limiting the fraction of the time during which the PR users' reception is negatively affected by CR transmissions. To provide such a guarantee, we develop probabilistic models for the PR-to-PR and the PR-to-CR interference under a Rayleigh fading channel model. From these models, we derive closed-form expressions for the mean and variance of interference. Empirical results show that the distribution of the interference is approximately lognormal. Based on the developed interference models, we derive a closed-form expression for the maximum allowable power for a CR transmission. We extend the min-hop routing to exploit the available channel information for improving the perceived throughput. Our simulation results indicate that COMAC satisfies its target soft guarantees under different traffic loads and arbitrary user deployment scenarios. Results also show that exploiting the available channel information for the routing decisions can improve the end-to-end throughput of the CR network (CRN).
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INTRODUCTION
A DVANCES in wireless communication systems have significantly increased the demand for more transmission capacity. The unlicensed portions of the frequency spectrum (e.g., the ISM bands) have become increasingly crowded. At the same time, the FCC has recently reported that the licensed bands are vastly underutilized [1] , [2] . To overcome spectrum scarcity, licensed spectrum bands need to be more intelligently utilized. For this purpose, cognitive radios (which are based on programmable radio platforms) have been proposed to allow opportunistic spectrum access for unlicensed users.
A CRN has unique characteristics that distinguish it from a traditional wireless communication network. The latter allocates spectrum statically, resulting in spectrum wastage, and has a fixed radio functionality. In contrast, a CRN dynamically utilizes the available spectrum and adapts its operating parameters (e.g., carrier frequency, number of channels to use, etc.) according to the surrounding environment [3] , [4] . In an environment where several licensed primary radio networks (PRNs) are operating, a network of CR users that coexist with PR users needs to exploit the underutilized portion of the spectrum. In this case, the crucial challenge is how to allow CR users to share the licensed spectrum with PR users without degrading the performance of the PR users. In this paper, we advocate a statistical approach by which CR users are allowed to communicate opportunistically while probabilistically guaranteeing the performance of PR users. Our key performance measure is the "outage probability" (p out ) of a PR user, defined as the fraction of time during which the total interference power at a PR receiver exceeds the maximum tolerable interference.
The contributions of this paper are as follows:
. We develop stochastic models for the PR-to-PR and the PR-to-CR interference under a Rayleigh fading channel model. In the course of constructing these models, we derive closed-form expressions for the mean and variance of the total interference at a receiving node. Closed-form expressions for the characteristic function (CF) of such interference are also obtained for integer-valued path loss exponents. Numerical and simulation results indicate that the resulting distribution of the total interference is well approximated by a lognormal function. . We derive an expression for the maximum allowable powers for a CR transmission based on the developed models. The computed powers provide a statistical guarantee on the PRN performance. . We design a distributed CSMA/CA-based MAC protocol for CRNs (COMAC) that does not require online interaction with PRNs. Through a local exchange of control messages, COMAC enables a pair of CR users to select the minimum number of channels to use according to the surrounding interference and rate demand of the CR transmitter.
CR users can communicate over both unused and partially used licensed channels without the need to coordinate with PRNs. Most importantly, COMAC functions without assuming a predefined CR-to-PR interference power mask. For a given PR spectrum band, the power mask is defined as the maximum permissible transmission power of a CR user over that band. This mask is needed to ensure that the CR transmission does not cause unacceptable interference to neighboring PR users operating on the same band. . We implement a channel-aware routing (CAR) mechanism for CRNs that extends the well-known minimum hop routing (min-hop) approach for improving the perceived throughput. It should be noted that interference modeling in wireless networks was previously studied under the assumption of an infinite user population, operating within an unbounded field. For example, Menon et al. [5] , Sousa and Silvester [6] , Sousa [7] assumed that the nodes are distributed according to a Poisson distribution, and characterized the distribution of the interference for an idealized infinite-size network operating within an infinite field. No multipath fading was considered. It is easy to show that their model leads to total interference whose mean and variance are infinite. Such a model cannot be applied in our work, as we consider a finite number of users.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: The related previous work is reviewed in Section 2. Section 3 introduces our system model and assumptions. In Section 4, we develop stochastic models for the PR-to-PR and PR-to-CR interference, and verify these models. Section 5 shows how to provide a statistical guarantee on the performance of PR users. We introduce our proposed MAC protocol in Section 6, and evaluate its performance in Section 7. Finally, Section 8 gives concluding remarks.
RELATED WORK
One of the key challenges to enabling CR communications is how to perform opportunistic medium access control while limiting the interference imposed on PR users. Recently, several attempts were made to develop MAC protocols for CRNs (e.g., [8] , [9] , [10] , [11] , [12] , [13] , [14] , [15] , [16] ). Existing work on spectrum sharing/access protocols can be classified according to their architecture (centralized or decentralized), spectrum allocation behavior (cooperative or noncooperative), and spectrum access technique (overlay or underlay) [2] . The IEEE 802.22 working group is in the process of standardizing a centralized MAC protocol that enables spectrum reuse by CR users operating on the TV broadcast bands [17] . In [12] , [13] , [14] , centralized protocols were proposed for coordinating spectrum access. For an ad hoc CRN without centralized control, it is desirable to have a distributed MAC protocol that allows every CR user to individually access the spectrum. DC-MAC [18] is a cross-layer distributed scheme for spectrum allocation/sensing. It provides an optimization framework based on partially observable Markov decision processes, with no insights into protocol design, implementation, and performance. In [19] , the authors proposed a decentralized channel-sharing mechanism for CRNs based on a game-theoretic approach under both cooperative and noncooperative scenarios. However, they did not propose an operational MAC protocol. No guarantee on the performance of PRNs was considered.
The FCC defined the interference temperature model [3] , which provides a metric for measuring the interference experienced by PR users. Clancy [20] used this model to select an optimal bandwidth/power assignment for CR users. However, no operational protocol was proposed. It is worth mentioning that due to the lack of specific technical rules to implement the interference temperature model, the FCC has abandoned this model in 2007 [21] . Three spectrum sharing techniques were proposed and compared in [5] : spreading-based underlay, interference avoidance overlay, and spreading-based underlay with interference avoidance. The metric of interest in the comparison was p out . The treatment did not provide guarantees on the performance of PR users. Furthermore, interference statistics were used assuming an unbounded region for outage probability analysis.
Before closing, we note that a number of multichannel contention-based MAC protocols were previously proposed in the context of CRNs (e.g., [8] , [9] , [10] , [11] ). The CRN MAC protocol in [8] jointly optimizes the multichannel power/rate assignment, assuming a given power mask on CR transmissions. How to determine an appropriate power mask remains an open issue. DDMAC [9] is a spectrumsharing protocol for CRNs that attempts to maximize the CRN throughput through a novel probabilistic channel assignment algorithm that exploits the dependence between the signal's attenuation model and the transmission distance while considering the prevailing traffic and interference conditions. AS-MAC [10] is a spectrum-sharing protocol for CRNs that coexists with a GSM network. CR users select channels based on the CRN's control exchanges and GSM broadcast information. Explicit coordination with the PRNs is required. In [16] , the authors developed a spectrum-aware MAC protocol for CRNs (CMAC). CMAC enables opportunistic access and sharing of the available white spaces in the TV spectrum by adaptively allocating the spectrum among contending users.
To the best of our knowledge, COMAC is the first CRN MAC protocol that provides a soft guarantee on the performance of PR users without assuming a predefined interference power mask.
SYSTEM MODEL
We consider a hybrid network, consisting of M different PRNs and one CRN. The M þ 1 networks coexist within the same geographical space. Fig. 1 shows a conceptual view of the networks under consideration, where a group of PDAs use CRs to exploit the underutilized spectrum in a WiMAX network (PRN 1) and a network of cell phones (PRN 2). Fig. 1 also shows the operating spectrum of such a hybrid environment.
The PRNs are licensed to operate on different, nonoverlapping frequency bands. PR users that belong to a given PRN share the same licensed spectrum. In reality, a PRN may occupy multiple, noncontiguous frequency bands. Such a PRN can be easily captured in our setup by using multiple virtual PRNs, each operating over its own band. For the ith PRN, we denote its carrier frequency, channel bandwidth, and maximum transmission power by f i , B i , and P t ðiÞ , respectively. To make our analysis tractable, we model the locations of users in the ith PRN as a homogeneous Poisson random variable on a disk area of parameter (density) i . This model was previously used in [6] , [7] , [8] , [20] . In our simulations, we relax this assumption and consider arbitrary deployment scenarios. Each user in the ith PRN acts as an ON/OFF source. We define the "activity factor" i as the fraction of time that a user in the ith PRN is ON [22] , [23] , [24] . Estimating the activity behavior of PR users was investigated in [23] , [24] . Specifically, in [23] , i was estimated by maintaining a run length of the idle/busy period for each channel. Whenever the idle duration is ended by a PR transmission, the run length is recorded in a circular buffer. For our purposes, we assume that a similar mechanism for estimating i is in place. In Section 7, we evaluate the impact of inaccurately estimating i .
CR users (unlicensed users) can opportunistically access the entire spectrum that is available to all PRNs. Each CR user is equipped with n r radio transceivers, 1 n r M, that can be used simultaneously. The CR user has a wideband sensing capability with a narrowband resolution. Such capability can be achieved using a wideband antenna, a power amplifier, and adaptive filters [2] . Thus, a CR user can sense the available spectrum in one shot (simultaneously sensing several gigahertz-widebands [25] ) and estimate the instantaneous interference over each band. Such advanced spectrum sensing technology is readily available through a DSP technique called cyclostationary feature detection [2] , [25] , [26] . Alternatively, a sequential partial sensing approach can be employed at the cost of negligible switching/sensing overhead [11] , [26] . It is worth mentioning that off-the-shelf wireless cards (e.g., ICS-572 products [27] ) can readily serve as a fully functional wideband multichannel CR interface. Such an interface enables a CR user to perform analysis of the RF spectrum (i.e., sensing) in real time. For a given CR transmission, the aggregate rate used over the assigned channels is fixed for the duration of that transmission. Our protocol assumes the availability of a prespecified control channel of Fourier bandwidth B c , where B c ( B i ; i ¼ 1; . . . ; M. Such a channel is not necessarily dedicated to the CRN. It may, for example, be one of the unlicensed ISM bands. Note that the existence of a dedicated common control channel is a characteristic of many MAC protocols proposed for CRNs (e.g., [8] , [9] , [10] , [16] , [18] ).
INTERFERENCE ANALYSIS
We develop stochastic models for the PR-to-PR and PR-to-CR interference. Note that the M different PRNs are licensed to operate over nonoverlapping frequency bands (orthogonal bands). This fact ensures that the interference measured at a PR receiver over a band is only due to transmitters operating on that band (no mutual interference between different PRNs). Thus, without loss of generality, we consider one of the PRNs (PRN i), 1 where i ¼ 1; 2; . . . ; M, and determine the total interference at a receiver v (primary or cognitive) from only the PR users of that PRN (see Fig. 2 ). Let d o ðiÞ be the close-in distance for the ith PRN, defined as the distance from a transmitter after which the RF channel can be approximated by the free-space model [28] . Because of the highly nonlinear attenuation behavior of typical RF channels, we assume that the interference contributed to v by PR users that lie outside a disk of radius r c (r c ) d ðiÞ o ) is negligible. This is inline with [29] , in which r c was used to indicate the distance of the "first-tier interferers." Our simulations (Section 7) relax this assumption and account for all sources of interference, including those that are very far away from the receiver.
Wireless Channel Model
We consider a Rayleigh fading model to describe the channel between any two users. Specifically, for a transmitter-receiver separation d, the received power over the ith channel 2 is given by 
r is the antenna gain of the receiver, l i is the wavelength of f i , n is the path loss exponent, and ðiÞ is a normalized 1 . Note that we consider a generic PRN. The derived expressions then apply to any of the M PRNs by using the PRN's associated parameters (e.g., density, activity factor, etc.).
2. Because of our assumed one-to-one mapping between the PRNs and the channels, the index i is used to refer to either one. 
PR-to-CR Interference
We now derive the statistics of the aggregate PR interference P ðiÞ P RÀCR on a given CR receiver. Approximately, this is equal to the sum of the interference powers of all active PR transmitters within radius r c of the CR receiver, i.e., P ðiÞ P RÀCR % P j P ðiÞ r;j , where P ðiÞ r;j is the received power associated with the jth active PR transmitter of the ith channel, and the summation is carried out over all active PR transmitters in R c .
Before proceeding further, we need to determine the distribution of the distance between a PR transmitter and a CR/PR receiver. Let K i denote the number of potential PR interferers within a disk area R c , where R c ¼ r 2 c . Since the locations of the PR users are modeled as a homogeneous Poisson process, the probability of K i ¼ k i is given by
The distribution of the locations of the k i interferers is that of k i independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.) uniform random variables 3 [6] . Thus, the pdf of the distance r between a receiver at the center of R c and an interferer that is randomly located inside R c is given by [6] f R ðrÞ ¼ 
Recall that the number of PR users in the plane is Poissondistributed with a mean of i users per unit area. Because each PR user behaves as an ON/OFF source with activity factor i , the number of active PR transmitters in R c (denoted by N i ) forms a Poisson random variable with a mean of i i active users per unit area. Conditioned on N i ¼ n i , the CF of P ðiÞ P RÀCR is given by
The CF of the total PR-to-CR interference over channel i; P ðiÞ P RÀCR ð!Þ, can be obtained by removing the conditioning in (7)
Observe that the integral term in (8), denoted by I CR;i ðn; !Þ, is a function of n, !, and f i . Thus, by summing the series, (8) can be rewritten as
For integer values of n; I CR;i ðn; !Þ has a closed-form solution, and thus, the CF in (9) has a closed-form expression. As an example, the expression of I CR;i ð4; !Þ is given by
For the case of a noninteger n; I CR;i ðn; !Þ can be evaluated numerically.
Using the fact that 
Note that the above approximations for the mean and variance show no dependence on r c for n > 2. While a closed-form expression for the pdf of P ðiÞ P RÀCR cannot be found, numerical inversion of the CF and empirical fitting of the simulated data (Section 4.4) show that this pdf is well approximated by the lognormal distribution.
PR-to-PR Interference
In addition to estimating the PR-to-CR interference, our design requires a CR user to estimate the PR-to-PR interference so that an upper bound on the CR transmission power can be computed while providing a guarantee on p out for PR users. Let b i denote the minimum distance between a PR receiver and the nearest PR interferer. 4 This value is transmission-technology-dependent and is fixed for a given PRN. For example, in a cellular network in which adjacent cells do not use common frequencies, b i is the minimum reuse distance, defined as the minimum distance between a base station of a cell and a mobile terminal of another nonadjacent cell that guarantees acceptable link quality. This value is easily shown to be equal to the diameter of a cell.
To characterize the PR-to-PR interference, we use a similar methodology to that used in the previous section. We replace the lower integration limit in (4) by b i . The CF of PR-to-PR interference is thus given by
where
Consequently, the mean and variance for the PR-to-PR interference are approximately given by ; n>2 ; n¼ 1:
Similar to the case of PR-to-CR interference, for integer values of n, the CF in (13) has a closed-form expression. Furthermore, we found that the lognormal function well approximates the distribution of P ðiÞ P RÀP R .
Model Verification
We now use MATLAB simulations to empirically verify the validity of the derived PR-to-CR interference model (results for the validation of the PR-to-PR interference model are similar). We consider a circular field of radius 100 meters in which four PRNs are uniformly distributed. The transmission power for a PR user is 1 Watt. The antenna length (D) is 5 cm. Time is divided into slots. At any given slot, each user in PRN i transmits with probability i . Other PRN parameters are shown in Table 1 . We set r c ¼ 100 m. First, we assess the goodness of the approximations in (11) and (12) for the mean and variance of P ðiÞ P RÀCR . Table 2 shows the analytical approximations and the measured values for the means and variances, and the associated relative error ( r ) when n ¼ 4 (similar behavior was observed for n ¼ 2). Each empirical value in the table is the average of 100 runs, each lasting for 100,000 time slots. The results show that the To validate the conjecture that the distribution of the interference model is well approximated by a lognormal distribution, we compute the pdf of the interference for PRN 1 with n ¼ 2 in two ways: by constructing the histogram of the simulated data and by numerically inverting the CF in (9) . Fig. 3a plots the empirical and numerically computed pdfs of P ð1Þ P RÀCR against the theoretical lognormal distribution with mean and variance given in (11) and (12), respectively. Visual inspection of the figure indicates the adequacy of the lognormal distribution. Fig. 3b shows the probability plot of the empirical data against three different distributions: Gamma, Weibull, and Lognormal. 5 In this figure, only the plotted points that correspond to the lognormal form reasonably straight lines and follow the empirical distribution fairly closely. Similar behaviors were observed for other PRNs and different values of n.
GUARANTEEING OUTAGE PROBABILITY FOR PR USERS
Because the outage probability (p out ) is our primary performance metric, we statistically bound p out for each PRN. Our objective can be stated as follows: With probability 1 À , where ( 1, the transmissions of CR users should not disturb the reception of any PR user. Therefore, we require that p out . To provide such a guarantee, we need to compute the maximum allowable transmission power P ðiÞ C; that a CR transmitter can use over channel i such that all communicating PR users within the communication range of the transmitting CR are not impacted by this transmission with probability 1 À . We enforce an exclusive channel occupancy policy on CR transmissions, whereby a channel occupied by a CR user cannot be simultaneously allocated to another CR user in the same vicinity (inline with the CSMA/CA mechanism). This policy ensures that the interference measured at a PR receiver is mainly due to at most one CR transmitter and to other PR transmitters. Accordingly, we compute an upper bound on the amount of interference that can be introduced by a CR transmitter over each channel. Consider the jth PR user of the ith PRN. With probability 1 À , the following condition should be satisfied by every CR user: 
where P ðiÞ P RÀP R;j is the total PR-to-PR interference power measured at the jth PR receiver of the ith PRN, g ðiÞ C;j is the gain between a CR transmitter and the jth PR receiver, and P ðiÞ L is the interference power limit of a PR receiver in the ith PRN. The value of P ðiÞ L , which is sometimes referred to as the load or interference margin, is typically known for a given PRN (e.g., set by the FCC) [3] , [20] . P ðiÞ L provides an upper bound on the potential interference that could be tolerated by a PR receiver (i.e., defined at the PR receiver not at the CR transmitter). Consequently, using this interference limit, we derive the maximum permissible transmission power of a CR user such that a given outage probability is guaranteed.
Because we assume no active coordination between CR and PR users, g ðiÞ C;j is difficult to measure at a CR user. To proceed with our analysis, an estimate of g ðiÞ C;j that preserves the required bound on p out is needed to compute P ðiÞ C; . The problem of selecting g ðiÞ C;j was studied in [20] , [30] . The value of g ðiÞ C;j was selected based on the shortest distance between a PR receiver and a CR transmitter. In [20] , a probabilistic argument was used for computing the shortest distance. In [30] , the shortest distance was derived from the spectrum sensing side information measured at a CR user. 5. The data-probability plot is a graphical technique for assessing whether or not a data set follows a given distribution. If the probability plot approximately forms a straight line, then the distribution of the empirical data is well approximated by the suggested distribution.
We now derive the CDF of the distance between a CR transmitter and the closest active PR receiver. Based on such a CDF, and following the same methodology in [20] , we propose a mathematical formulation for selecting a value of g ðiÞ C;j that preserves the target p out .
For
Conditioning on N i ¼ n i , the CDF of R min is given by
Given that N i is a Poisson random variable (Section 4.2), the CDF of R min can be obtained by removing the conditioning in (18) and algebraically manipulating the result
Let r Ã denote the distance used in setting g is very close to one, the distance between a CR transmitter and its closest PR receiver is at least r Ã . By substituting (19) , and solving for r Ã , we obtain
Depending on the relative location of a PR receiver with respect to a CR transmitter, there are two possible scenarios where outage can occur at a PR receiver:
1. The PR receiver falls within a distance less than r Ã from a CR transmitter. The likelihood of this scenario is 1 À p Ã . In this case, we conservatively set Pr½outagejr < r Ã % 1. 2. The PR receiver is at a distance greater than r Ã from a CR transmitter. The likelihood of this scenario is p Ã . In this case, let ¼ def Pr½outagejr > r Ã .
Accounting for the above two scenarios, the overall outage probability can be computed via a straightforward application of Bayes's rule, i.e.,
Recall that we require p out , which implies
Note that cannot be negative. Thus, for a valid bound on , the following constraint must be satisfied:
Equations (21) and (22) reveal that in order to preserve the required bound on p out (i.e., ), the condition in (17) should be satisfied by every CR user that is located at a distance greater than r Ã , with probability 1 À . To satisfy this condition with probability 1 À , we compute the (1 À )-quantile of P ; ð24Þ
where È À1 is the (1 À )-quantile of the standard normal distribution.
By substituting P ðiÞ in (17) and rearranging the equation, we obtain an upper bound on the interference that a CR transmitter is allowed to contribute to the ith PRN while ensuring p out 
THE COMAC PROTOCOL
COMAC is a distributed and asynchronous MAC protocol for ad hoc CRNs that uses the previous analysis to enable opportunistic CR communications while providing soft guarantees on the performance of PR users. The proposed protocol uses a contention-based handshaking for exchange of control information. Before we describe the protocol's operation in detail, we first define and compute the different transmission regions around a CR user A. These regions describe A's "view" of its neighborhood.
Transmission Regions for a CR User
Each CR user A is associated with a data region and a control region. Within these regions, other CR and PR users may exist. The data region of A is defined as the area in which A's data transmission can be correctly decoded by another CR user. Let r data ðAÞ be the radius of this region. With probability 1 À , COMAC protects all PR receptions that are within distance r data ðAÞ and that share channels with A. The control region of A is defined as the region in which A's control packets can be correctly decoded. Let the radius of this region be r ctrl ðAÞ. As described below, COMAC requires r ctrl ðAÞ ! 2r data ðAÞ to enforce exclusive channel occupancy among different CR transmissions. In computing A's maximum transmission range over channel i (a i ), we assume channel stationarity for the duration of one data packet. The received SINR at channel i can be computed as According to COMAC, CR users transmit data packets using the maximum allowable power vector (P ! C; ), derived in Section 5. Using P ! C; and (26), the maximum distance at which a CR receiver can correctly decode A's data transmission over channel i (a i ) is given by
where Ã i is the SINR threshold required at the CR receiver to achieve a target bit error rate over channel i.
In (27) , the CR-to-CR interference is ignored because of the aforementioned exclusive channel occupancy policy among CR users. 6 The PR-to-CR interference P ðiÞ P RÀCR is estimated by its average expected interference at a CR transmitter, given in (11) . Note that neighboring CR users typically experience similar average PR-to-CR interference [2] , i.e., they share a similar view of the spectrum conditions. Thus, it makes little difference whether the parameters are computed at the transmitter or at the receiver.
Remark.
In computing a i , we do not consider the expected worst-case PR-to-CR interference since it typically leads to small control and data transmission ranges, which might jeopardize the network connectivity. On the other hand, ignoring the PR-to-CR interference results in longer control ranges, leading to overconservative channel assignment, and consequently, lower CRN throughput. Let M be the set of all M channels. In COMAC, CR user A maintains a list of currently available channels, denoted by LAC(A), which consists of the channels in M that are not currently used by any of A's CR neighbors. LAC(A) is determined through the overheard control packets. We set A's data transmission range to r data ðAÞ ¼ min 
We impose the following constraint on r ctrl ðAÞ to control the CR-to-PR interference: Proposition 1. If r ctrl ðAÞ ! 2 max j2LACðAÞ a j , then there is no overlap between the data region of A and the data region of any other CR transmitter that overlaps with A in one or more data channels.
Proof. By definition, for any channel j 2 LACðAÞ; r data ðAÞ a j and r ctrl ðAÞ ! 2a j . Because of the exclusive channel occupancy, within r ctrl ðAÞ range, no CR transmission other than A's can take place over channel j. Thus, the distance between A and any other CR transmitter, say C, is at least 2a j . If C is outside the control region of A and wants to reuse channel j, it will choose its r data ðCÞ to be at most a j . According to the proposition, C will choose its r ctrl ðCÞ to be at least 2a j . Consequently, the data regions of A and C will not overlap, and only A's transmission will cause interference to PR users located in A's data region. t u
Remark. In general, the transmission range is a decreasing function of the transmission rate. Noting that the control channel requires a relatively low data rate, and consequently, a low SINR threshold. Hence, the control range in Proposition 1 can be easily enforced through power control. Let P ctrl ðAÞ be the minimum power level that is needed by a CR user A to support the range r ctrl ðAÞ over the control channel. In computing P ctrl ðAÞ, we account for the channel-specific RF attenuation and interference behavior. Formally, we set P ctrl ðAÞ ¼ ðcÞ , respectively, denote the carrier frequency of the control channel, the SINR threshold required at the CR receiver to achieve a target bit error rate over the control channel, a frequency-dependent constant (Cðf c Þ ¼ G To reduce the required value of P ctrl ðAÞ, the control channel should be selected in the lower portions of the spectrum, where higher transmission ranges can be achieved [16] . In Section 7, we study the impact of different settings of r ctrl ðAÞ (as a function of r data ðAÞÞ on the protocol's performance.
Spectrum Access
We propose a spectrum access mechanism that enables the CR transmitter and receiver to agree on the set of channels to use. This mechanism also ensures that with probability 1 À , the ensuing data transmission will not disturb any of the PR users in the vicinities of the CR transmitter and receiver.
The spectrum access mechanism is described as follows. Suppose that CR user A has data to transmit to CR user B at a total data rate R A . This R A is supported through the aggregate rate of all selected channels, i.e., R A P m i¼1 r i , where m is the number of channels that will be assigned to A's transmission, m n r , and r i is the data rate of the ith selected channel. Let ðA; BÞ be the set of channels assigned to the transmission A ! B, where m ¼ kðA; BÞk. As described in Section 6.3, the selection of ðA; BÞ depends on spectrum state information (SSI). For now, it suffices to say that SSI includes the following information: 1) LACðA; BÞ ¼ def LACðAÞ T LACðBÞ, 2) the instantaneous interference level at B over each channel in LAC(A, B), and 3) the channel gain between A and B, computed using the received signal strength of A's control packets.
If A does not sense a carrier over the control channel for a randomly selected backoff period, it computes its r data ðAÞ according to (27) and (28) . It then sends a Request-to-Send 6. Our simulations take into account the effect of the hidden-terminal problem due to imperfect control by considering the interference from active neighboring CR transmissions that use common channels (if any).
(RTS) message at power P ctrl ðAÞ (computed according to Proposition 1). The RTS packet includes LAC(A), P ctrl ðAÞ; R A , and P ðiÞ C; (A), 8i 2 LACðAÞ. The neighbors of A, other than B, that can correctly decode the RTS will stay silent until either they receive another control packet, denoted by DCTS (explained below), or the expected time-out for that packet expires. Upon receiving the RTS packet, B determines the SSI and proceeds with the channel assignment process, whose purpose is to determine whether or not there exists a feasible set of channels ðA; BÞ LACðA; BÞ that can support the total traffic demand R A . Depending on the outcome of the channel assignment process, B decides whether or not A can transmit. If not, then B does not respond to A. Otherwise, B sends a Clear-to-Send (CTS) message to A, which contains ðA; BÞ and the duration (T pkt ðAÞ) needed to reserve the assigned channels for the ensuing data transmission and associated ACK packet. The CTS implicitly instructs the CR neighbors of B to refrain from transmitting over the set of assigned channels for the duration T pkt ðAÞ. Once A receives the CTS, it replies back with a "Decided-Channels-to-Send" (DCTS) message, informing its neighbors of ðA; BÞ and T pkt ðAÞ. After completing the RTS/CTS/DCTS exchange, the transmission A ! B proceeds. Once completed, B sends back an ACK packet to A over the channel in ðA; BÞ that has the highest rate.
Because there is no interference between data and control packets, a CR that hears the RTS (CTS) packet defers its transmission only until the end of the control packet handshaking. This allows for more parallel transmissions to take place in the same vicinity. Before concluding this section, we give the formats of the various control packets. For a CR transmitter A and a CR receiver B, the formats of the RTS, CTS, and DCTS are RTSðA ! BÞ ¼ fA; B; LACðAÞ; P ctrl ðAÞ; R A ; P ðiÞ C; ðAÞg; CTSðB ! AÞ ¼ fB; A; ðA; BÞ; T pkt ðAÞg; DCTSðA ! BÞ ¼ fA; B; ðA; BÞ; T pkt ðAÞg:
Channel Assignment
It is known that using the maximum possible channels for a transmission reduces the CR-to-PR interference [3] , [8] . However, this may lead to channel overassignment, which reduces the opportunity for assigning available channels to other CR transmitters [2] , [8] . In our work, we statistically bound the CR-to-PR interference while using the minimum possible number of channels. Three parameters impact channel assignment: 1) the SSI, 2) P ! C; ðAÞ, and 3) R A . Based on the above parameters, receiver B acts as follows:
. When B receives A's RTS, it first checks LAC(A; B) and removes any channel i whose received SINR i is less than Ã i (note that the transmission power and instantaneous interference are known at B). . B sorts the rest of the available channels in a descending order of their data rates, calculated according to the receiver SINR and any predefined rate-versus-SINR relationships (e.g., Shannon's equation, staircase function, etc.). It then iteratively picks channels from the top of the sorted list until either the aggregate rate is satisfied, the sorted list is exhausted (i.e., no feasible channel assignment can be found), or the number of selected channels exceeds n r . In the latter two cases, B will not respond to A's RTS, prompting A to back off and retransmit later. It is easy to show that this channel assignment is optimal in terms of minimizing the number of selected channels. Algorithm 1 summarizes the channel assignment process. Compute data rate of ith channel (r i ) for all i 2 ACLðA; BÞ Sort the channels in a descending order of r i ðA; BÞ ¼ RAT E ¼ 0 Let U be the set of the sorted channels while U 6 ¼ Pick a channel, say j, from the top of U U U À fjg ðA; BÞ ðA; BÞ S fjg RAT E RAT E þ r j if RAT E ! R A return ðA; BÞ break else if U ¼¼ return "no feasible assignment found" Fig. 4 depicts two scenarios for the operation of COMAC. In the first scenario (Fig. 4a) , the two transmitters A and C cannot hear each other's control packets. So, according to Proposition 1, the transmissions A ! B and C ! D can overlap in their data channels. In Fig. 4b , node C falls in the control region of node A (and vice versa). The exclusive channel occupancy policy prevents A and C from using common channels. However, the two transmissions can proceed simultaneously if A and C can find nonintersecting channels to support their rates.
PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
We now evaluate the performance of COMAC and study its effect on the performance of PR users. Our simulation programs are written in CSIM (a C-based process-oriented discrete-event simulation package) [31] .
In our analysis, we assumed that the interference at a PR receiver is equal to the sum of the interference powers of all other interferers within an interference radius r c . We also assumed that COMAC enforces an exclusive channel occupancy policy on CR transmissions (i.e., no CR-CR interference). Note, however, that hidden-terminal problem can occur in this scenario due to imperfect control. Our simulations relax these assumptions and account for all sources of interference, including those that are far away from a receiver (primary or cognitive) and use common channels. We focus on one-hop CR communications and investigate the effect of coexistence between the CRN and the PRNs on network performance. Our performance metrics include the outage probability for PR users, p out , and the CRN goodput, defined as the average number of successfully received packets per time slot. For simplicity, we consider a fixed packet size (2 Kbytes) and a fixed rate demand (R A ¼ 10 Mbps) for all CR users. We set the control packet size to 120 bits. A time slot corresponds to the transmission of one packet at R A . We also measure the endto-end goodput in multihop routing scenarios.
Simulation Setup
We simulate a system consisting of eight PRNs and one CRN. Users in these networks are distributed over a 500 Â 500 meters 2 area. We study both uniform and nonuniform node deployments. The first four PRNs operate in the 900 MHz band, occupying four nonoverlapping 2.5 MHz channels with P The CRN consists of 200 users. Each CR user generates packets according to a Poisson process with rate (in packet/time slot), which is the same for all users. We set n r ¼ 4; i.e., a CR user can use up to four data channels simultaneously. The signal propagation model in our simulations follows (1) with n ¼ 4. We set Ã i to 5 dB for all i. For all experiments, we select the value of r Ã (defined in Section 5) such that
The reported results are averaged over 100 runs.
Single-Hop Scenarios
We first investigate the effect of CR transmissions on the performance of PR users assuming uniform node deployment. Fig. 5a illustrates p out versus time 7 for two PRNs (1 and 6) with ¼ 0:05. The reported results are cumulative over time, i.e., 0-100, 0-200, 0-300, etc. It can be observed that p out is always less than ¼ 0:05 for both PRNs. As time progresses, p out converges to a value less than 0.05. These results are in line with the analysis in Section 5.
For the next experiments, we focus on the performance for PRN 1 (other PRNs depicted similar behaviors). Fig. 5b demonstrates p out as a function of at ¼ 0:01, 0.05, and 0.1. The results show that the bound on p out is always satisfied. The impact of different values of r ctrl ð:Þ on p out is shown in Fig. 5c with ¼ 0:05. The figure illustrates that for r ctrl ð:Þ ! 2 r data ð:Þ, the statistical guarantee is satisfied. However, for r ctrl ð:Þ < 2 r data ð:Þ, the statistical guarantee is not always satisfied. Fig. 5d shows the CDF of the observed p out (F p out ) with ¼ 0:05. The figure reveals that <5 percent of the time the total interference power at a PR receiver exceeds the maximum tolerable interference (i.e., F p out ð ¼ 0:05Þ ¼ Pr½p out < < 0:95). Thus, the statistical guarantee is satisfied.
For a given , Figs. 6a and 6b depict the channel usage, defined as the fraction of time in which a specific channel is used for CR transmissions. These figures reveal that the carrier frequency and PRN activity factor affect channel usage (recall that the eight PRNs differ in their i values). The smaller the value of i , the higher is the utilization of channel by the CRN. The CRN utilization of the lower four channels is higher than that for the higher four channels (because of the lower attenuation). Even though channels with lower carrier frequencies and smaller activity factors are favored for CR transmissions (lower attenuation), under moderate and high traffic load, there are no significant differences in channel usage among all channels. Furthermore, channel usage remains fairly fixed in that traffic regime. Fig. 7a shows the effect of on the CRN connection blocking rate, defined as the fraction of CR packet attempts that need to back off due to channel unavailability. As demonstrated, the blocking probability is smaller at larger . This is because a larger increases the maximum allowable powers for CR users, and consequently, decreases the required number of channels to support the aggregate rate demand. Fig. 7b indicates that a larger value of results in improved CRN goodput. This can be deduced from (24) and (25) , as a larger results in increasing P ! C; . Consequently, each CR user can use fewer number of channels and more CR transmissions can take place concurrently. We study the impact of different control transmission ranges on the CRN goodput. Similar to the experiment in Fig. 5c , four control transmission radii are simulated: r ctrl ¼ r data , 1:5 r data , 2 r data , and 3 r data . Fig. 7c shows the CRN goodput as a function of packet generation rate under different values of r ctrl and a fixed ¼ 0:05. The figure shows that increasing r ctrl (relative to r data ) has two conflicting consequences: 1) the transmission floor reserved by a CR user increases and 2) the CR-to-CR interference is reduced. The latter 7 . All figures reporting p out show only the PR user that experienced the highest interference among all PR users in the given PRN. consequence reduces the mutual interference (i.e., improves goodput), while the former reduces the number of simultaneous transmissions (i.e., reduces goodput). Based on our simulations, we can draw the following observations: 1) for large values of r ctrl , the first consequence dominates (i.e., there are fewer simultaneous CR transmissions). Consequently, the CRN goodput decreases with an increase in r ctrl . 2) For relatively small values of r ctrl (e.g., between r data and 1:5 r data ), we observe that the effect of the second consequence dominates, resulting in better goodput performance when r ctrl ¼ 1:5 r data than when r ctrl ¼ r data . The system performance under Rayleigh and Rician channel models is investigated in Fig. 7d . Two Rician factors (K f ) are simulated: K f ¼ 1 and 1.
8 For a fair comparison, we considered normalized random variables to present the fading processes. The results show that both channel models give almost the same throughput performance. In both cases, the outage probability guarantee is still achieved.
We also investigate the effect of selecting p Ã (equivalently r Ã ) (defined in Section 5) on the performance under different CR traffic loads. Fig. 8a plots over the feasible range of p Ã for different values of . For ¼ 0:1, Figs. 8a and 8b indicate that using the largest possible value of p Ã (consequently, the largest possible ) results in improved CRN goodput. This can be deduced from (24) and (25) , as larger results in increasing P ! C; for CR users. The increase in P ! C; reduces the number of channels assigned to a CR transmitter, which allows for more concurrent transmissions. Fig. 8c indicates that for all values of p Ã in Fig. 8b , the required guarantee is always achieved. Similar observations can be made for other values of .
Next, we study the impact of i on performance. Three different activity profiles are simulated: high ( i ¼ 0:8), moderate ( i ¼ 0:4), and low ( i ¼ 0:1). Fig. 9a shows that the CRN goodput decreases for higher PRN activity profiles. Fig. 9b indicates that the bound on p out is always achieved under different activity profiles. In Fig. 9c , we study the effect of inaccurately estimating i . We operate COMAC assuming an estimated activity factor e i of 0.4 and vary its actual value in the simulations. It is noted that the required bound on p out is not satisfied when i exceeds e i by more than 20 percent. Thus, i has to be conservatively estimated.
Finally, we investigate the robustness of COMAC under a skewed user deployment. We assume that the network field is divided into four quadrants with respective PR user densities 60 percent, 25 percent, 10 percent, and 5 percent. Fig. 10a illustrates that the required bound on p out is still satisfied. However, Fig. 10b shows that a minor reduction in the CRN goodput may occur compared with a uniform node deployment.
Multihop Scenarios
We implement a channel-aware routing (CAR) mechanism for CRNs that extends the well-known minimum hop routing (min-hop) approach. We assume shortest path routing using Dijkstra's algorithm is used in the CRN network. CAR exploits the channel availability information to produce endto-end routes that improve the end-to-end CRN goodput. It uses the hop count and the residual capacity of each link, defined as the maximum data rate a link can support over all the available channels. The selected route is one with the minimum number of hops that can support a given demand rate. This can be achieved by first pruning any link that has a residual capacity less than the source demand, then applying min-hop routing on the pruned graph. The potential benefit of using CAR in contrast to min-hop routing is demonstrated in Fig. 11 , where a source S attempts to transmit data to a destination D. Fig. 11a shows node connectivity in the original graph. Min-hop routing always selects route S-A-D for data transmissions, as shown in Fig. 11b . CAR will also use route S-A-D if it satisfies the required rate. However, if some of the links cannot support the source demand, as demonstrated in Fig. 11c , CAR will select route S-B-E-D.
We investigate the end-to-end goodput performance of COMAC as a function of the packet generation rate under min-hop routing and CAR. In our configuration, described above, we randomly select any pair of nodes as source and destination. For min-hop routing, the paths are computed only once at the beginning of the experiment. For CAR, we compute the route for every flow of packets between the source and destination. All the packets in that flow follow the same path. The measured average path length between any source and destination in our network was about seven hops. Fig. 12 shows that CAR achieves up to 25 percent increase in the end-to-end goodput. This improvement is magnified under high loads. In this paper, we proposed an MAC protocol for opportunistic CRNs. Our protocol, COMAC, improves spectrum utilization while limiting the interference imposed on licensed users. We first developed stochastic models for the PR-to-PR and the PR-to-CR interference under a Rayleigh fading channel model, and derived closed-form expressions for the mean and variance of each interference component. Furthermore, closed-form expressions were obtained for the characteristic function of the total interference under typical path loss exponents. From the interference analysis, we derived a closed-form expression for the maximum allowable powers for CR transmissions that ensure a statistical bound on p out for PR users. We integrated our theoretical analysis in the design of the COMAC protocol. Our simulation results showed that COMAC statistically guarantees the performance of PR users under different CR traffic loads and for different values of . Results also showed that channel usage is reasonably balanced across various channels, even when the PR activity factors over such channels and the associated carrier frequencies are significantly different. Although uniform node deployment was used in our analysis, our simulations verified that the performance is not significantly impacted by the distributions of users in PRN/CRN. Finally, our simulation results showed that exploiting the available channel information for the routing decisions can improve the end-to-end throughput of the CRN by up to 25 percent. Fig. 11 . Illustration of channel-aware routing. His research interests are in the architecture and experimentation of network protocols and applications, especially wireless sensor networks, cognitive-radio networks, and Internet tomography. Other interests include distributed systems, secure protocol design, and cross-layer optimization. He is a member of the ACM and the IEEE.
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